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SYLLABUS 

Twentieth Century Fiction

Objectives:

To trace the evolution of prose fiction. 

To discuss the major elements of prose fiction. 

To explain the major thematic thrusts of the selected texts. 

To develop the ability of the learners to think and write critically about fiction.  
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unable to complete the rigorous scientific training he had undertaken. Though problems with
his eyes would remain with him for the rest of his life, Huxley was able to attend Oxford
where he received a degree in English literature.

Huxley’s career began in journalism and included music and artistic criticism as well as book
reviews. He also began writing poems, essays, and historical pieces. Huxley’s first introduction
to British intellectual society occurred while working as a farm laborer at Garsington Manor,
the site of the “Bloomsbury Society,” a group of public intellectuals that included Bertrand
Russell. There he would marry Maria Nys and they would have one child, Matthew Huxley.
He also wrote his first book, a volume of poetry called The Burning Wheel. While working as
an editor for “House and Garden” during the1920s, Huxley wrote many novels including
Brave New World.

Task Write down the family background of Huxley.

Huxley spent several years in Italy where he formed a friendship with D.H. Lawrence. They
would remain close friends and Huxley would later edit Lawrence’s collected letters after his
death. In 1937, Huxley moved back to the United States to live in Hollywood, California,
where he helped write scripts for several Hollywood movies of the time, although he never
had a lasting career in movies. After World War II, he famously became involved with the
early psychedelic drug movement. Huxley was an early proponent of the use of LSD, mescaline,
and peyote for their mind-altering effects. His 1954 book The Doors of Perception argued that
through the use of psychedelic drugs, people would be able to “cleanse” the doors of perception
in order to embrace the infinite reality of the world.

A controversial figure for most of his life, Huxley died from cancer on November 22, 1963,
only hours after President John F. Kennedy’s assassination in Dallas, Texas. By the time of his
death, he was embraced in some circles as an intellectual and writer of the highest class,
especially for his creation of the dystopian fantasy in his novel Brave New World and his
engagement of the theme of commercialization in modern society. Others, however, saw him
as a pseudo-scientist for his work in mystical traditions and his insistence on experiencing
alternate realities through meditation, Eastern religions, and drug use.

Did u know? For Huxley accomplishments, Huxley received the Award of Merit for the
Novel from the American Academy of Arts and Letters in 1959.

17.1.2 Introduction to the Brave New World

Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World, published in 1932, is a dystopian novel set six hundred
years in the future. The novel envisions a world that, in its quest for social stability and peace,
has created a society devoid of emotion, love, beauty, and true relationships.

Huxley’s novel is chiefly a critique of the socialist policies that states had begun to advocate
in the early twentieth century. Huxley, by 1932, had observed the increasing tendency of
Western government to intrude upon people’s lives. This intrusion, he believed, limited the
expression of freedom and beauty that is integral to the human character. Through Brave New
World and his other writings, he suggested that beauty is a result of pain and that society’s
desire to eliminate pain limits society’s ability to thrive culturally and emotionally. Many
readers initially found this difficult to accept, living as they did in the aftermath of World War
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Unit 1: Aldous Huxley—Brave New World

I, when a lack of societal control had caused a war that inflicted great pain and death on an
entire continent.

The novel also comments on humanity’s indiscriminate belief in progress and science. Huxley
had himself desired a scientific career before the near blindness that he suffered during childhood
kept him from such pursuits. The Western world, Huxley believed, placed too much emphasis
on scientific progress at the expense of a love for beauty and art. His novel attempts to show
how such science, when taken too far, can limit the flourishing of human thought. In World
War I, humanity had seen the great destruction that technology such as bombs, planes, and
machine guns could cause.

Notes Huxley believed that the possibility for such destruction did not only belong to
weapons of war but to other scientific advancements as well.

Self Assessment
Multiple Choice Questions:

1. Who was the author of Brave new world?

(a) Jane Austen (b) Aldous Huxley

(c) Joseph Andrews (d) None of these

2. Huxley fifth novel Brave new world was written in ......... .

(a) 1932 (b) 1930

(c) 1931 (d) 1933

3. In which year, Morden Library ranked Brave new world?

(a) 1899 (b) 1999

(c) 1795 (d) 1995

4. Aldous Huxley was the ......... son of Dr. Leonard Huxley and Julia Arnold.

(a) third (b) second

(c) first (d) none of these.

5. In which year Brave new world was published?

(a) 1931 (b) 1929

(c) 1930 (d) 1932

6. Huxley died from ......... on November 22, 1963.

(a) Cancer (b) Asthma

(c) Brain hemorrhage (d) Tumor

The reaction of society to the book ranged from acclaim to outrage. H.G. Wells, a famous
writer of science fiction and dystopian literature, panned the book as alarmist. Other critics
challenged Huxley’s depictions of religion and ritual as well as his views of sexuality and
drug use. The novel’s stark depictions of sexuality and cruelty meant that it continues to incite
controversy over whether or not it is an appropriate book for all ages and audiences. Nevertheless,
as a social critique, Brave New World takes credit with Orwell’s 1984 for advancing a new
genre of literature that fuses science fiction, political allegory, and literary ambition.
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Notes The drug ensured that people would spend their time hallucinating rather than
thinking. The government continues to distribute soma to its citizens every week.

Meanwhile, Lenina Crowne, a Beta Plus, discusses her four-month relationship with Alpha
Henry Foster with her friend Fanny Crowne, a Beta. Fanny is upset that Lenina is having such
a long relationship with only one man. She quotes the phrase “everyone belongs to everyone”
and tells Lenina to have sex with other men. Lenina agrees with Fanny and tells her that she
likes Bernard Marx, an Alpha Plus, and has decided to join him on a trip to the Savage
Reservations. Fanny is skeptical and says that she thinks Marx is a loner and an introvert.

Bernard Mar is a specialist on hypnopaedia. The reader first meets him while he eavesdrops
on a conversation between Henry Foster and another worker. Foster and the other man are
discussing Lenina and Foster tells the man he should “have” her, implying sexual relations.
Marx gets upset when he hears this, indicating that he is in love with Lenina.

Analysis

Chapter 3 introduces many of the main philosophical issues within the novel. Huxley presents
the social necessities for perfect stability within his society. These include the role of consumption,
the interplay between sexuality and emotions, the role of history, and the redefinition of
religion.

Society views consumption as beneficial. The society believes that more consumption means
more production of good, which will increase the number of jobs and keep the society fully
employed. Examples of how consumption is increased include hypnopaedic phrases that tell
people to throw away old clothes and buy new, indoctrinating Deltas to enjoy country sports
so they will use the state transportation system to exit the city, and complex machinery being
required for any sort of sport or game.

The interplay between sexuality and emotions is complex. Huxley realized that monogamy,
sex, and family ties generate most human emotions. Thus, the society rests on promiscuity and
baby factories. The goal is to eradicate emotions by replacing them with pure sexual desire
and nothing else. This, combined with the baby factories, destroys family life and monogamous
relationships. The state directs most emotions, which is necessary for social control and stability.
Interestingly, George Orwell used the opposite technique in 1984. Orwell banned sexual relationships
in order to eliminate dangerous emotions that might go against the state. However, since both
authors realized that sexual emotions destabilize society, each technique achieves the identical
goal of elimination of sexual emotions.

Task What work does the conditioning do? Who gets conditioned? How does hypnopaedia
work?

Society views history and religion as dangerous and potentially corrupting. Having a history
gives people a sense of time outside of their own lifetimes. This in turn makes people think
about progression through time, which is something the society cannot permit without causing
social upheaval. Thus Huxley uses the quote from Ford, “History is bunk,” to indicate that
history is worthless and should not be studied. The Controller describes history in a way that
further emphasizes its negative aspects. He also blames Christianity for the inability of past
societies to achieve ectogenesis (in this context Huxley means growing babies outside of the
human body).
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John can only turn to Shakespeare to explain his surroundings. Ironically, Shakespeare was a
genius at invoking passion and emotion, whereas society has virtually destroyed these feelings.
This disconnect creates a series of serious misunderstandings between John and the rest of
society, since John struggles to develop his emotions while everyone else struggles to stifle
their feelings.

Chapter 12

Summary

Bernard holds a party with many of society’s most important people in attendance. He goes
to get John and introduce him, but John will not leave his room. Furious, the guests immediately
begin disparaging Bernard, who feels humiliated. The Arch-Community-Songster of Canterbury
leaves, taking Lenina with him. Meanwhile, John sits in his room and continues reading
Romeo and Juliet while the party falls apart, unaware that Lenina was even at the party. When
Lenina hears that John will not attend the party, she feels a new emotion: “a sense of dreadful
emptiness, a breathless apprehension, nausea.”

Task Why does John decide not to come to Bernard’s party?

Meanwhile, Mustapha Mond reads scientific reports and evaluates them for publication based on
the social impact of each report. Mustapha expresses regret that he cannot always publish brilliant
science because it might harm society. One particular report, “A New Theory of Biology,”
particularly disappoints him. It suggests that the purpose of life might not be “the maintenance
of well-being, but some intensification and refining of consciousness, some enlargement of
knowledge.” Though this might be true, Mond knows that such ideas would destabilize society.

Bernard takes a large dose of soma to escape the shame of the disastrous party. When he
recovers, John acts more sympathetically because Bernard is once again humble and reflective.
John explains that Bernard now acts more as he did when they first met. Bernard also returns
to Helmholtz who agrees to take him back as a friend. The sympathy and friendship of the two
men only serves to make Bernard want revenge on them for having caused his fame to disappear.

Helmholtz has gotten into trouble while Bernard entertained. He wrote a poem about being
alone, and he had foolishly decided to read it to his students during a lecture. They complained
to higher authorities, who told Helmholtz that if anything else happened, he would no longer
have his position.

When Helmholtz meets John the Savage, they quickly befriend each other. Bernard feels displaced
while with them, and he continually does things to annoy them. After Helmholtz reads his
poetry to the Savage, John pulls out his volume of Shakespeare and reads passages.

Notes The beauty of the writing stuns Helmholtz, but Bernard makes stupid jokes in
order to disrupt the reading.

Everything goes well until John reads Romeo and Juliet. Since John still loves Lenina, he
identifies with Romeo and puts a great deal of passion into the story. However, the idea of
forbidden love is so alien to society that Helmholtz finally bursts out laughing. At this point,
John angrily locks away his book. Helmholtz recognizes Shakespeare’s genius, but admits that
such foreign notions of romantic love could never cause his desire disruption of society.
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Self Assessment
State the following sentences are True or False:

1. Bernard immediately becomes famous because he controls the Savage’s social schedule.

2. Bernard holds a party with many of society’s most important people in attendance.

3. Linda goes to the Park Lane Hospital for the dying to see John.

4. Fanny the Savage develops more clearly as a Christ figure.

5. The two men enter Mustapha Mond’s office.

6. Lenina steps out of the helicopter to talk to John.

Analysis

This chapter forms something of an anticlimax after the previous chapter where John cries, “I
claim them all,” thus demanding the right to anything that would make him unhappy. Chapter
18 deals more with the interplay of solitude and society as well as sensuality and religion.
John leaves to recapture everything that civilization no longer has, including religion, love,
remembrance, pain, and abstinence.

One can interpret the lighthouse as a reflection of the Garden of Eden, a utopian creation from
which God had banished humanity for their sin. John hopes that this secluded space will
provide a respite from the dystopia of the modern world. He attempts to repent for his own
sins to reenter the Garden but soon finds that even this space is corrupt.

The deluge of people who come to watch John beat himself with the whip marks the last
chance John has to rejoin society. Lenina’s arrival spurs him into a rage because in his mind
she epitomizes everything evil about her world. She is a sensual being who comes between
John and his mother, she defiles his abstinence, and she makes him forget religion. Thus,
when John sees Lenina, he attacks her.

The ending differs from what the reader would expect. The crowd transforms from demanding
pain to demanding sexual gratification through dance and the cry of “Orgy-porgy.” Huxley
likens the cry to the beat of the Indian music and implies that the power of the crowd eventually
overcomes John, who joins in. Though he could not participate at all in the ritual ceremonies
of the Indian people, he becomes the central sacrifice of this ceremony. Huxley again blurs the
distinctions between the savage society with no technology and the advanced modern society,
leaving open the question of which society is superior. Joining the crowd marks the sacrifice
of John’s individualism. He goes from being one man standing alone against a mob to becoming
a member of that crowd. This sacrifice turns out to be too much for John, and he hangs
himself.

Huxley does not reveal why Mustapha decides to keep John as part of an ongoing experiment,
even though he willingly sends other misfits within the society like Helmholtz and Bernard
to an island. One possibility is that Mustapha views John as a kindred spirit via the Shakespeare
that they have both read. He keeps John because he wants to convert John into rejecting
Shakespeare and into accepting civilized dogma. However, as the ending shows, accepting
society implies giving up John’s individuality, and Mustapha’s experiment fails.

.2 Summary

The Director passes through the Centre’s Fertilizing room, admiring the fertilizing and
decanting technologies.
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Unit : D.H. Lawrence — Sons and Lovers

Unit : D.H. Lawrence — Sons and Lovers

CONTENTS

Objectives

Introduction

.1 D.H. Lawrence—Sons and Lovers: Introduction to the author

.1.1 Life and Career

.1.2 Later Life and Career

.2 D.H. Lawrence—Sons and Lovers: Introduction to the Text

.2.1 Written Works

.2.2 Introduction to Sons and Lovers

.3 Summary

.4 Keywords

.5 Review Questions

.6 Further Readings

Objectives

After studying this unit, you will be able to:

Know about the author of Sons and Lovers

Know about the text of Sons and Lovers

Know the introduction to the work Sons and Lovers.

Introduction

David Herbert Richards Lawrence (11 September 1885 – 2 March 1930) was an English novelist,
poet, playwright, essayist and literary critic. His collected works represent an extended reflection
upon the dehumanizing effects of modernity and industrialization. In them, Lawrence confronts
issues relating to emotional health and vitality, spontaneity, and instinct.

Lawrence’s opinions earned him many enemies and he endured official persecution, censorship,
and misrepresentation of his creative work throughout the second half of his life, much of
which he spent in a voluntary exile he called his “savage pilgrimage.” At the time of his death,
his public reputation was that of a pornographer who had wasted his considerable talents.
E. M. Forster, in an obituary notice, challenged this widely held view, describing him as, “The
greatest imaginative novelist of our generation.” Later, the influential Cambridge critic F. R.
Leavis championed both his artistic integrity and his moral seriousness, placing much of
Lawrence’s fiction within the canonical “great tradition” of the English novel. Lawrence is
now valued by many as a visionary thinker and significant representative of modernism in
English literature.

Gowher Ahmad Naik, Lovely Professional University
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Not published until 1920, it is now widely recognised as an English novel of great dramatic
force and intellectual subtlety.

In late 1917, after constant harassment by the armed forces authorities, Lawrence was forced
to leave Cornwall at three days’ notice under the terms of the Defence of the Realm Act
(DORA). This persecution was later described in an autobiographical chapter of his Australian
novel Kangaroo, published in 1923. He spent some months in early 1918 in the small, rural
village of Hermitage near Newbury, Berkshire. He then lived for just under a year (mid-1918
to early 1919) at Mountain Cottage, Middleton-by-Wirksworth, Derbyshire, where he wrote
one of his most poetic short stories, The Wintry Peacock. Until 1919 he was compelled by
poverty to shift from address to address and barely survived a severe attack of influenza.

.1.2 Later Life and Career

In late February 1922 the Lawrences left Europe behind with the intention of migrating to the
United States. They sailed in an easterly direction, first to Ceylon and then on to Australia. A
short residence in Darlington, Western Australia, which included an encounter with local
writer Mollie Skinner, was followed by a brief stop in the small coastal town of Thirroul, New
South Wales, during which Lawrence completed Kangaroo, a novel about local fringe politics
that also revealed a lot about his wartime experiences in Cornwall.

The Lawrence finally arrived in the US in September 1922. Here they encountered Mabel
Dodge Luhan, a prominent socialite, and considered establishing a utopian community on
what was then known as the 160-acre (0.65 km2) Kiowa Ranch near Taos, New Mexico. They
acquired the property, now called the D. H. Lawrence Ranch, in 1924 in exchange for the
manuscript of Sons and Lovers. He stayed in New Mexico for two years, with extended visits
to Lake Chapala and Oaxaca in Mexico. While Lawrence was in New Mexico, he was visited
by Aldous Huxley.

While in the U.S., Lawrence rewrote and published Studies in Classic American Literature, a
set of critical essays begun in 1917, and later described by Edmund Wilson as “one of the few
first-rate books that have ever been written on the subject.” These interpretations, with their
insights into symbolism, New England Transcendentalism and the puritan sensibility, were a
significant factor in the revival of the reputation of Herman Melville during the early 1920s.
In addition, Lawrence completed a number of new fictional works, including The Boy in the
Bush, The Plumed Serpent, St Mawr, The Woman who Rode Away, The Princess and assorted
short stories. He also found time to produce some more travel writing, such as the collection
of linked excursions that became Mornings in Mexico.

Task  Explain the Biography of D.H. Lawrence.

A brief voyage to England at the end of 1923 was a failure and he soon returned to Taos,
convinced that his life as an author now lay in America. However, in March 1925 he suffered
a near fatal attack of malaria and tuberculosis while on a third visit to Mexico. Although he
eventually recovered, the diagnosis of his condition obliged him to return once again to Europe.
He was dangerously ill and poor health limited his ability to travel for the remainder of his
life. The Lawrence made their home in a villa in Northern Italy, living near to Florence while
he wrote The Virgin and the Gipsy and the various versions of Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928).
The latter book, his last major novel, was initially published in private editions in Florence
and Paris and reinforced his notoriety. Lawrence responded robustly to those who claimed to
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Unit : D.H. Lawrence — Sons and Lovers

be offended, penning a large number of satirical poems, published under the title of “Pansies”
and “Nettles”, as well as a tract on Pornography and Obscenity.

The return to Italy allowed Lawrence to renew old friendships; during these years he was
particularly close to Aldous Huxley, who was to edit the first collection of Lawrence’s letters
after his death, along with a memoir. With artist Earl Brewster, Lawrence visited a number of
local archaeological sites in April 1927. The resulting essays describing these visits to old
tombs were written up and collected together as Sketches of Etruscan Places, a book that
contrasts the lively past with Benito Mussolini’s fascism. Lawrence continued to produce
fiction, including short stories and The Escaped Cock (also published as The Man Who Died),
an unorthodox reworking of the story of Jesus Christ’s Resurrection. During these final years
Lawrence renewed a serious interest in oil painting. Official harassment persisted and an
exhibition of some of these pictures at the Warren Gallery in London was raided by the police
in mid 1929 and a number of works were confiscated. Nine of the Lawrence oils have been on
permanent display in the La Fonda Hotel in Taos since shortly after Frieda’s death. They hang
in a small gallery just off the main lobby and are available for viewing.

Death

Lawrence continued to write despite his failing health. In his last months he wrote numerous
poems, reviews and essays, as well as a robust defence of his last novel against those who
sought to suppress it. His last significant work was a reflection on the Book of Revelation,
Apocalypse. After being discharged from a sanatorium, he died at the Villa Robermond in
Vence, France from complications of tuberculosis. Frieda Weekly commissioned an elaborate
headstone for his grave bearing a mosaic of his adopted emblem of the phoenix.[12] After
Lawrence’s death, Frieda married Angelo Ravagli. She returned to live on the ranch in Taos
and later her third husband brought Lawrence’s ashes to rest there in a small chapel set amid
the mountains of New Mexico.

Notes The headstone has recently been donated to D.H. Lawrence Heritage and is now
on display in the D.H. Lawrence Birthplace Museum in his home town of Eastwood,
Nottinghamshire.

.2 D.H. Lawrence—Sons and Lovers: Introduction to the Text

.2.1 Written Works

Novels

Lawrence is perhaps best known for his novels Sons and Lovers, The Rainbow, Women in
Love and Lady Chatterley’s Lover. Within these Lawrence explores the possibilities for life
and living within an industrial setting. In particular Lawrence is concerned with the nature
of relationships that can be had within such settings. Though often classed as a realist, Lawrence’s
use of his characters can be better understood with reference to his philosophy. His use of
sexual activity, though shocking at the time, has its roots in this highly personal way of
thinking and being. It is worth noting that Lawrence was very interested in human touch
behaviour and that his interest in physical intimacy has its roots in a desire to restore our
emphasis on the body, and re-balance it with what he perceived to be western civilisation’s
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Unit : D.H. Lawrence — Sons and Lovers

Lawrence, seems hardly changed in the novel. (Both Ernest and his fictional counterpart,
William, were engaged to London stenographers named Louisa “Gipsy” Denys.)

Self Assessment

Multiple Choice Questions:

1. Full name of D.H. Lawrence is ......... .

(a) David Herbert Richards Lawrence (b) Dan Hu Richards Lawrence

(c) Dawes Heaton Radford Lawrence (d) Denys Hmelton Richards Lawrence

2. D.H. Lawrence was the ......... child of Arthur John Lawrence.

(a) Second (b) Third

(c) Fourth (d) First

3. Lawrence wrote almost ......... poems.

(a) 900 (b) 600

(c) 200 (d) 800

4. Lawrence first poem were written in the year ......... .

(a) 1804 (b) 1904

(c) 1817 (d) 1790

5. In 1911 Lawrence was introduced to ......... .

(a) A publisher (b) A author

(c) Edward Garnett (d) None of these

Filling out the cast of important characters was Jessie Chambers, a neighbor with whom
Lawrence developed an intense friendship, and who would become Miriam Leiver in the
novel. His mother and family disapproved of their relationship, which always seemed on the
brink of romance. Nevertheless, Chambers was Lawrence’s greatest literary supporter in his
early years, and he frequently showed her drafts of what he was working on, including Sons
and Lovers (she disliked her depiction, and it led to the dissolution of their relationship).
Lawrence’s future wife, Frieda von Richtofen Weekly, partially inspired the portrait of Clara
Dawes, the older, sensual woman with whom Paul has an affair. To be fair, Lawrence met
Frieda only in 1912 at Nottingham University College, and he started “Paul Morel” in 1910.
Considered Lawrence’s first masterpiece, most critics of the day praised Sons and Lovers for
its authentic treatment of industrial life and sexuality. There is evidence that Lawrence was
aware of Sigmund Freud’s early theories on sexuality, and Sons and Lovers deeply explores
and revises of one of Freud’s major theories, the Oedipus complex. (Lawrence would go on
to write more works on psychoanalysis in the 1920s.) Still, the book received some criticism
from those who felt the author had gone too far in his description of Paul’s confused sexuality.
Compared to his later works, however, such as The Rainbow, Women in Love, and Lady
Chatterley’s Lover, Sons and Lovers seems quite modest.

.3 Summary

David Herbert Richards Lawrence (11 September 1885 – 2 March 1930) was an English
novelist, poet, playwright, essayist and literary critic.

The young Lawrence attended Beauvale Board School from 1891 until 1898.
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Unit : D.H. Lawrence — Sons and Lovers : Detailed Study of Text

Unit : D.H. Lawrence — Sons and Lovers:
Detailed Study of Text

CONTENTS

Objectives

Introduction

.1 Detailed Study of Text

.2 Summary

.3 Keywords

.4 Review Questions

.5 Further Readings

Objectives

After studying this unit, you will be able to:

Describe detailed study of text of all chapters

Explain summary and analysis of all chapters.

Introduction

This first part of the novel focuses on Mrs. Morel and her unhappy marriage to a drinking
miner. She has many arguments with her husband, some of which have painful results : on
separate occasions, she is locked out of the house and hit in the head with a drawer. Estranged
from her husband, Mrs. Morel takes comfort in her four children, especially her sons. Her
oldest son, William, is her favorite, and she is very upset when he takes a job in London and
moves away from the family. When William sickens and dies a few years later, she is crushed,
not even noticing the rest of her children until she almost loses Paul, her second son, as well.
From that point on, Paul becomes the focus of her life, and the two seem to live for each other.

Paul falls in love with Miriam Leivers, who lives on a farm not too far from the Morel family.
They carry on a very intimate, but purely platonic, relationship for many years. Mrs. Morel
does not approve of Miriam, and this may be the main reason that Paul does not marry her.
He constantly wavers in his feelings toward her. Paul meets Clara Dawes, a suffragette who
is separated from her husband, through Miriam. As he becomes closer with Clara and they
begin to discuss his relationship with Miriam, she tells him that he should consider consummating
their love and he returns to Miriam to see how she feels.

Paul and Miriam sleep together and are briefly happy, but shortly afterward Paul decides that
he does not want to marry Miriam, and so he breaks off with her. She still feels that his soul
belongs to her, and, in part agrees reluctantly. He realizes that he loves his mother most,
however. After breaking off his relationship with Miriam, Paul begins to spend more time
with Clara and they begin an extremely passionate affair. However, she does not want to
divorce her husband and Baxter, and so they can never be married. Paul’s mother falls ills and
he devotes much of his time to caring for her. When she finally dies, he is broken-hearted and,
after a final plea from Miriam, goes off alone at the end of the novel.

Jayatee Bhattacharya, Lovely Professional University
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Unit : D.H. Lawrence — Sons and Lovers : Detailed Study of Text

William becomes engaged to the girl he has been seeing, and decides to bring her home at
Christmas. She comes home with him and puts on airs of high station, treating Annie like a
servant. William begins to be annoyed with the way that she acts much grander than his
family, and he tells his mother that he only feels fond of the girl when he is around her in the
evenings; otherwise, he has no feelings for her.

Paul has Monday afternoons off from work, and one Monday his mother tells him that they
have been invited to see Mr. Leivers on his new farm. They decide to go that afternoon. They
have a nice walk through the countryside on the way there, and then are welcomed and given
a tour of the farm when they arrive. The Leivers boys show Paul how to make the chicken eat
out of his hand, and they tease their sister Miriam because she is afraid to try. Paul later finds
her shyly reaching her hand toward the chicken and helps her to let it eat out of her hand.

The next time William brings his fiancee home, she once again annoys him and the rest of his
family with her attitude toward his sister. He begins to ridicule her in front of others, and
discusses with his mother that he no longer really wants to marry her, but feels that he has
gone on too long to break it off now. He comes home again, alone, the first weekend in
October, and his mother notices that he has not been well. The Tuesday morning after his
return, Mrs. Morel gets a telegram saying that he is ill. She takes the train to London, arrives
at William’s lodging, and stays with him until he dies late that night. She sends a telegram
for Morel to come to London, and when it arrives Paul has to go to the mine to fetch his father.
Morel goes to London, and Mr. and Mrs. Morel return on Saturday night. After William’s
death, Mrs. Morel becomes shut off until one day Paul falls ill with pneumonia. She almost
loses him as well, but he somehow pulls through and “Mrs. Morel’s life now rooted itself in
Paul.”

Self Assessment

State the following sentences are True or False:

1. After the children go to bed, Mrs. Morel waits for William to return from the bar.

2. Morel begins to fall ill, despite all of his requests for medicine.

3. Mrs. Morel want her eldest son to become like his father.

4. Morel is injured at work when he falls on stairs.

5. Miriam and Paul make their connections through nature.

Analysis

The title of the chapter foreshadows what will happen in the end of the chapter; however, the
reader wonders throughout the chapter which member of the family will die. Since the first
sentence of the chapter begins with Arthur, the reader might begin by suspecting that Arthur
will die. It isn’t until William alludes to his death by saying that his fiancee would forget
about him three months after he died that we begin to suspect that William will die. He makes
many allusions to his death so that, by the time his mother gets the telegram from London that
he is ill, the reader is hardly surprised.

After William dies, Mrs. Morel remains closed off from the world until Paul also falls ill.
Lawrence uses an image of tulips to illustrate the bond forged between Paul and his mother
as a result of his illness. Mr. Morel buys Paul a pot of tulips, and they flame in the window
where Paul and his mother sit closely and contentedly.
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society when the novel was written. Lawrence’s books, despite his efforts at vagueness, often
produced horror—many of them were even banned because of their sexual content.

Chapter 12: Passion

Summary

Paul begins to spend much of his time with his mother again. They go to the Isle of Wight for
a holiday, and Mrs. Morel has a bad fainting fit caused by too much walking. She recovers,
but Paul still feels anxious about her condition.

Paul also returns to spending a great deal of time with Clara. He tells her that he has broken
off with Miriam. One Saturday evening Paul and Clara go for a walk and he kisses her, then,
upon leaving, he is suddenly consumed by passion for her and cannot wait for Monday to
come so that he can see her again. On Monday they go walking in the afternoon and take a
tram out to the country. They walk near a river and decide to go down to the bank, but
because of the rain, the path is gone. They encounter two fishermen while walking along the
riverbank and keep walking until they find a secluded clearing slightly above the river level.
After they leave, they climb up to the top again and they stop while Paul cleans off Clara’s
boots. She distracts him with kisses, but he finally finishes. They stop for tea at the house of
an old woman, who gives Clara some flowers.

Paul returns home and tells his mother that he has been with Clara. She cautions him because
Clara is a married woman, and he tells her not to worry. He asks if she would like to meet
Clara, and decides to invite her to tea at their house one Sunday afternoon.
He still sees Miriam occasionally, and they talk about Clara and why she left her husband.
Miriam tries to compare them to Mr. and Mrs. Morel, but Paul disagrees; he says that his
mother felt passionately toward his father and that’s why she stayed with him. He feels that
Clara never had this type of passion for Baxter. Miriam understands that he is trying to initiate
himself into passion. He tells her that Clara is coming to tea at his house on Sunday to meet
his mother, and she understands that this is an indication of his seriousness.
When Clara comes to tea, she gets along well with his mother. Morel also meets her and
impresses her with his politeness. Clara and Paul are in the garden looking at the flowers
when Miriam arrives to say hello to Clara. She sees them together, and feels as though they
are married. Mrs. Morel is not pleased to see Miriam, whom she still dislikes. All three go to
chapel and, afterward, when Paul and Clara are walking home, she asks him if he will give
Miriam up. He tells her that he thinks he will always be friends with Miriam, and she draws
away from him slightly and mocks him, telling him to run after Miriam. He gets angry with
her and kisses her in rage. They go off into the fields, where they look at the lights of the town
until Clara realizes she must go to make her train. They run and she just makes the train.
The next week Paul takes Clara to the theatre. She tells him to wear his evening suit, and she
arrives dressed in a green evening dress. After the play, Paul realizes that he has missed his
train, and Clara tells him to come home with her instead of walking. They arrive, and Clara’s
mother, Mrs. Radford, makes fun of their fancy clothes. Paul and Clara sit up playing cribbage,
and Mrs. Radford waits up for them. Finally Paul goes to bed, but he cannot sleep for want
of Clara. After he hears Mrs. Radford go to sleep and realizes that Clara is waiting downstairs,
he goes down to her and asks her to come to his bed instead of going to sleep with her mother.
She refuses, and he goes back to bed.
Mrs. Radford wakes him up in the morning, and he realizes that she is fond of him. He asks
if she and Clara would like to go to the seaside with him and is amazed when she accepts.
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Unit : D.H. Lawrence — Sons and Lovers : Detailed Study of Text

Self Assessment

Fill in the blanks:

6. Paul maintains his close relationship with his ......... .

7. Miriam goes to stay at her ......... cottage, and Paul visits her often.

8. ......... continues to exhibit physical similarities to his mother.

9. Arthur is born when Paul is ......... old.

10. Morel is injured at work when a piece of ......... falls on his leg.

Analysis

This chapter is an excellent example of the way that the novel is not always narrated in
chronological order, since the first episode in which Paul visits Baxter Dawes in the hospital
actually occurs before Mrs. Morel is taken home, an episode which is included in the previous
chapter.

Mrs. Morel’s desire to be with Paul is so strong that he tells Clara he believes she refuses to
die so that she can stay with him. “And she looks at me, and she wants to stay with me. She’s
got such a will, it seems as if she would never go - never!”.

Even though he says he wishes she would die, Paul’s strong bond to his mother remains. He
feels as though a part of him were dying also. After she dies, Paul still feels this connection:
“Looking at her, he felt he could never, never let her go.”

Morel shows his vulnerability after his wife dies, when he waits up for Paul to return home,
so that he is not alone in the house with the dead body. Paul, who had considered Morel to
be fearless, is taken by surprise.

Task How do you feel about the death of Mrs. Morel? Can you explain your feelings?

Chapter 15: Derelict

Summary

Clara goes back to Sheffield with her husband, and Paul is left alone with his father. There is
no point in keeping their house any longer, so they each take lodgings nearby. Paul is lost
without his mother. He can no longer paint, and he puts all of his energy into his work at the
factory. He has debates within himself, telling himself that he must stay alive for his mother’s
sake. However, he wants to give up.

One Sunday evening, however, he sees Miriam at the Unitarian Church. He asks her to have
supper with him quickly and she agrees. She tells him that she has been going to a farming
college and will probably be kept on as a teacher there. She says that she thinks they should
be married, and he says he’s not sure that would be much good. He says he does not want
it very much, and so she gives up. That is the end between them. She leaves him, realizing
that “his soul could not leave her, wherever she was.”

Paul, alone, yearns for his mother and considers following her into death. However, he decides
to leave off thinking about suicide, and instead walks toward the town.
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Unit : D.H. Lawrence — Sons and Lovers:
Themes and Characterization

CONTENTS

Objectives

Introduction

.1 Character Lists

.2 Major Themes

.3 D.H. Lawrence—Sons and Lovers: Style and Plot

.3.1 Plot

.3.2 Plot Summary

.4 Style

.5 Summary

.6 Keywords

.7 Review Questions

.8 Further Readings

Objectives

After studying this unit, you will be able to:

Know about the characters of Sons and Lovers

Know about the major themes

Explain style and plot construction.

Introduction

Sons and Lovers is a ‘bildungsroman’ (A novel whose principal subject is the moral, psychological,
and intellectual development of a usually youthful main character.) Some novels which fall in
this category are autobiographical like Dickens’ ‘David Copperfield’ or Joyce’s ‘Portrait of the
Artist ...’ Likewise Lawrence’s Sons and Lovers, roughly deals with the childhood, adolscence
and early adulthood of the author. It is a frank portrayal of the relationship between a domineering
mother and the son, a relationship that influences every aspect of the protagonist’s life. From
his relationship with his father to his romantic affairs with two very different women.

D.H. Lawrence was a rebel. He felt that society made people lifeless and unreal, and that the
class system was pernicious. Lawrence believed in the ‘life force’, in Nature, its beauty and its
power. He also believed passionately in man’s natural instincts; he believed that sexual feeling
between a man and woman was natural and should be celebrated. He was the first novelist
in western culture to attempt to explore sexuality seriously and frankly. Because of this,
several of his novels were refused publication and declared obscene. Lady Chatterley’s Lover,
completed in 1928, was only published in its complete form in 1960.

Gowher Ahmad Naik, Lovely Professional Universityiction
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Unit : D.H. Lawrence — Sons and Lovers: Themes and Characterization

Contradictions and oppositions

Lawrence demonstrates how contradictions emerge so easily in human nature, especially with
love and hate. Paul vacillates between hatred and love for all the women in his life, including
his mother at times. Often he loves and hates at the same time, especially with Miriam. Mrs.
Morel, too, has some reserve of love for her husband even when she hates him, although this
love dissipates over time.
Lawrence also uses the opposition of the body and mind to expose the contradictory nature
of desire; frequently, characters pair up with someone who is quite unlike them. Mrs. Morel
initially likes the hearty, vigorous Morel because he is so far removed from her dainty, refined,
intellectual nature.

Notes Paul’s attraction to Miriam, his spiritual soul mate, is less intense than his desire
for the sensual, physical Clara.

The decay of the body also influences the spiritual relationships. When Mrs. Morel dies, Morel
grows more sensitive, though he still refuses to look at her body. Dawes’s illness, too, removes
his threat to Paul, who befriends his ailing rival.

Nature and flowers

Sons and Lovers has a great deal of description of the natural environment. Often, the weather
and environment reflect the characters’ emotions through the literary technique of pathetic
fallacy. The description is frequently eroticized; both to indicate sexual energy and to slip pass
the censors in Lawrence’s repressive time.

Lawrence’s characters also experience moments of transcendence while alone in nature, much
as the Romantics did. More frequently, characters bond deeply while in nature. Lawrence uses
flowers throughout the novel to symbolize these deep connections. However, flowers are
sometimes agents of division, as when Paul is repulsed by Miriam’s fawning behavior towards
the daffodil.

.3 D.H. Lawrence—Sons and Lovers: Style and Plot

.3.1 Plot

Gertrude Morel has an unhappy marriage to coal-miner William Morel in the English town of
Bestwood. She is most devoted to her eldest son, William. Her second, sensitive son, Paul,
grows up and works in a factory while painting on the side. William dies of a skin disease,
and Mrs. Morel plunges into grief. Rededicating her life to Paul revives her, and the two
become inseparable.

Self Assessment

Fill in the blanks:

1. Sons and Lovers is a ......... .

2. Lawrence believed in the ......... in nature, its beauty and its power.

3. Paul is the ......... of the novel.
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Unit : William Golding — Lord of the Flies

the author’s emphasis on the necessity of democratic civilization. Critics also have noted the
relationship between Lord of the Flies and Joseph Conrad’s canonical 1902 Heart of Darkness,
which follows a soldier’s excursion into marginal African civilizations. Reflecting some biases,
Heart of Darkness depicts these parts of Africa as places where social order is absent and
anarchy rules, breeding death and disorder; the novel sees the same problem as an issue
within the individual human soul. Like Conrad’s work, Golding’s novel emphasizes the brutal
and violent human impulses that arise in the absence of political order.

Lord of the Flies, with its dystopian and speculative characteristics, established Golding as a
solid author with an interest in the science-fiction literary genre that was popular in the 1950s.
The novel depicts ostensibly realistic characters, but the plot, which follows a small group of
humans isolated within an alien landscape, employs or alludes to the conventions of popular
science fiction novels of the time. Golding’s subsequent works saw him moving even further
into the science fiction genre. The Inheritors, heavily influenced by H. G. Wells’s Outline of
History, imagines life during the dawn of man and is considered a modern classic of speculative
fiction.

Self Assessment

Multiple Choice Questions:

1. Lord of the flies is a novel by Nobel prize winning author ......... .

(a) Joseph Andrews (b) Jane Austen

(c) William Golding (d) Aldous Huxley

2. In which year, the novel was chosen by TIME magazine?

(a) 1990 (b) 2005

(c) 1999 (d) 2004

3. In which year, Golding published his first novel?

(a) 1923 (b) 1954

(c) 1962 (d) None of these

4. In which year, William Golding was knighted by Queen Elizabeth II?

(a) 1988 (b) 1987

(c) 1990 (d) 1972

5. Sir William Golding composed Lord of the flies shortly after the end of ......... .

(a) Cold war (b) World war I

(c) Napoleonic war (d) World war II

Lord of the Flies was not an instant success, selling fewer than 3,000 copies before going out
of print in 1955. Shortly thereafter, however, the novel became a bestseller among American
and British readers who, as the arms race intensified, likely saw in Golding’s wartime dystopia
a grim prediction of their own future. By the 1960s the novel was required reading for many
high school and college courses, where it has remained to the present day. The enduring
popularity of the novel inspired two film adaptations, one by Peter Brook in 1963, and the
second by Harry Hook in 1990. Golding’s original novel, however, remains the best-known
version of the tale.
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indifferent. In previous chapters, Golding linked Simon to a vision of nature that was abundant,
beautiful, and Edenic. The Lord of the Flies represents a different kind of nature, a hellish one,
not one of paradise. Seen through Simon’s perspective, the Lord of the Flies is a Hobbesian
reminder that human life in the most basic state of nature is in fact nasty, brutish, short, and
worse. In keeping with Golding’s characterization of Simon as spiritual, the pig’s head has
deep religious connotations: the phrase “lord of the flies” is a translation of the Hebrew word
Ba’alzevuv, or its Greek equivalent Beelzebub. The pig’s head is thus a symbol of Satan, but,
as it reminds Simon, this devil is not an external force. Rather, it is a more nefarious evil, one
created by, and remaining within, the boys themselves.

Another interesting facet of Golding’s representation of nature in this chapter is evident in the
pig hunt. Historically, artists and novelists have associated the natural world with women, in
contrast to the civilized world, which they linked to men. Nature is often gendered in literature
as female and in this sense a threat to the civilized forces of masculinity. Accordingly, Golding
represents this pig hunt in gendered terms and with violent sexual imagery in that the boys
kill a female pig with a spear thrust into her anus, which evokes rape. In a novel that has no
female human characters appearing in any scene, and in which women are barely even mentioned,
this sow and what happens to her carries additional weight. The brutal murder of the sow
represents the boys’ attempts to subjugate and impose their will on the natural world, coded
here as feminine. We may again note the metaphoric link between Piggy and the sow, which
calls attention to the ways in which Piggy is himself coded as “feminine”: hairless, softly
rounded, and with several stereotypically girlish qualities, such as disliking physical labor. In
this way, too, the sow’s subjugation anticipates his own.

Chapter Nine: A View to a Death

On the humid, dark mountaintop, Simon’s fit passes into the weariness of sleep. Waking up,
Simon speaks aloud to himself, questioning what he will do next. His nose bleeding, he climbs
farther up the mountain, and in the dim light, catches sight of the Beast. This time, however,
he recognizes it as the body of the man who parachuted onto the island. Overwhelmed with
disgust and dread, Simon vomits. He realizes that he must inform the other boys of their
mistake, and he staggers down the mountain toward Jack’s camp to tell them what he has
found.

Ralph notices the clouds overhead and estimates that it will rain again. Ralph and Piggy play
in the lagoon, and Piggy gets mad when Ralph squirts water on him, getting his glasses wet.
They wonder where most of the other boys have gone, and they realize that they must have
gone to Jack’s feast for the childish fun of pretending to be a tribe and putting on war paint.
They decide to find them to ensure that the events do not spiral out of control.

Self Assessment

State the following sentences are True or False:

1. Ralph is selected leader because he had been the boys leader back at school.

2. The Choir is given the responsibility of hunting.

3. The Lord of the flies is nothing more than a pigs head on a stick.

4. Simon talks with the Lord of the flies in a dreamlike state.

5. Ralph comes to respect Piggy’s intelligence.
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brutality surpasses even Jack’s. While Jack condones and participates in violence against animals
and humans alike, it is Roger who orchestrates and carries out the murder of Piggy. Significantly,
he does not seek authorization from Jack for the murder or for the implied torture of Samneric.
Rather, his sadism appears to be entirely self-interested, and it suggests that he is a potential
threat to Jack’s authority.

Task How was Piggy Killed?

The novel’s major symbol of civilization, the conch shell, appears in this chapter only to be
destroyed after Roger pushes the boulder onto Piggy. This crucial act provokes and foreshadows
Ralph’s destruction of the Lord of the Flies, the primary cultural symbol of Jack’s tribe, in the
next and final chapter of the novel. The gesture will suggest Ralph’s own descent into savagery
and violence. The conch, an established marker of Ralph’s authority and a consistent symbol
for liberal democracy throughout the novel, has lost power; Jack and his hunters long ago
refused to recognize it as a symbol of authority. In this chapter, the conch is finally destroyed
in a demonstration of the triumph of Jack’s will over Ralph’s.

As Ralph flees from the spears of Jack’s hunters, Golding again draws the reader’s attention
to the lower, immoral, animalistic humanity that lurks inside every individual. Ralph is literally
being hunted like the pigs on the island, a moment that was foreshadowed in previous chapters
when Roger pretended to be a pig in the hunting dance, and when Jack suggested to the group
that they should hunt a littluns. Boy and animal become indistinct, and as Ralph flees he is
propelled by a primitive subhuman instinct. His terror is that of a hunted animal: instinctual,
unthinking, and primal. Ralph, the character who throughout the novel stood for pragmatism
and civilization, has been reduced to an animal of prey, just as Jack and his hunters have
reduced themselves to predatory beasts.

Note also the presence of animals in this penultimate chapter. Throughout the novel, Golding
has used animal imagery and metaphors to call the reader’s attention to the delicate line
between human and animal nature, as well as to highlight the hostile relationship between
civilization and the natural world that civilization subdues in order to ensure human survival.
As Ralph flees the spears of Jack and his hunters, the last thing he registers is the headless
body of the sow that Jack’s tribe had just slaughtered. The image of the sow’s body evokes
both the Lord of the Flies, a pig’s head on a stick that has signified evil, and Piggy, whose
brutal murder marks the final destruction of civilization on the island.

Chapter Twelve: Cry of the Hunters

Ralph hides in the jungle, worrying about his wounds and the inhuman violence into which
the boys on the island have devolved. He thinks about Simon and Piggy and realizes that
civilization is now impossible among the boys. Ralph, who is not far from the Castle Rock,
thinks he sees Bill in the distance. He concludes that the boy is not Bill-at least not any more.
This boy is a savage, entirely different from the boy in shorts and shirt he once knew. Ralph
is certain that Jack will never leave him alone. Noticing the Lord of the Flies, now just a skull
with the skin and meat eaten away, Ralph decides to fight back. He knocks the skull from the
stick, which he takes, intending to use it as a spear. From a distance, Ralph can still make out
the boys’ chant: “Kill the beast. Cut his throat. Spill his blood.”

That night, armed with his makeshift spear, Ralph crawls undetected to the lookout near
Castle Rock. He calls to Sam and Eric, who are now guarding the entrance. Sam gives Ralph
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Unit : William Golding — Lord of the Flies: Detailed Study of Text-II

ignorance of the brutality that is dominating the island. While the boys in The Coral Island
had carefree, childish adventures, the boys in Golding’s narrative actually descended into
unthinkable depths of violence and cruelty. Through the officer’s naivete as informed by The
Coral Island, Golding again implicitly critiques the idealistic portrayals of children in popular
literature. Still, these unlikely concluding events feel abrupt and unsatisfying after so much
richness in the narrative.

Self Assessment

Multiple Choice Questions:

6. The boys who climb the mountain with Jack to view the beast are ......... .

(a) Ralph and Simon (b) Ralph and Roger

(c) Piggy and Ralph (d) Simon and Piggy

7. Jack gets fire for his group by ......... .

(a) Stealing it from Ralph (b) Using Piggy’s glasses lens

(c) Rubbing two Sticks together (d) None of these

8. The boy whom Jack ties up and beats for an unrevealed crime is ......... .

(a) Maurice (b) Robert

(c) Wilfred (d) Ralph

9. In the eyes of the pig’s head Simon sees ......... .

(a) Victory (b) Cynicism of adult life

(c) Desire for revenge (d) None of these

10. The naval officer sees Jack as a ......... .

(a) Little red-headed boy (b) Painted savage

(c) Natural leader (d) None of these

Another significant aspect of the naval officer’s character is his admonition to the boys that
they are not behaving like proper “British boys,” which recalls Jack’s patriotic claims in Chapter
Two that the British are the best at everything. The officer’s statement symbolically links him
to Jack and underscores the hypocrisy of such a military character. While the officer condemns
the violent play of the boys on the island, he is himself a military figure, engaged in an
ongoing war that itself necessitated the boys’ evacuation from their homeland and (unintentionally)
led to the events on the island. Again, the issue is ambiguous: perhaps the violence among the
boys was not an expression of an unrestrained inner instinct but a reflection of the seemingly
“civilized” culture they were raised in, a culture engaged in an ugly and fatal war. In any case,
the officer echoes Ralph rather than Jack, repeating many of the warnings about rules and
order that Ralph had expressed to the boys throughout the novel. By associating the officer
with both Ralph and Jack, in different ways, Golding calls into question the distinction between
civilization and savagery that he traced with increasing emphasis in the novel’s earlier chapters
and then erased in later chapters.

If the naval officer saves the boys from their self-destruction, he may have come too late. The
final scenes of the novel emphasize the permanent emotional damage that the boys have
inflicted on themselves. With the possible exception of Ralph, the boys are no longer accustomed
to the society from which they came. Golding underscores this fact by presenting Percival as
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Unit : William Golding—Lord of the Flies:
Themes and Characterization
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.4 Keywords

.5 Review Questions

.6 Further Readings

Objectives

After studying this unit, you will be able to:

Know about the characters of Lord of the flies

Discuss the nature of evil and man Vs. Nature

Know about the major themes.

Introduction

William Golding presented numerous themes and basic ideas that give the rader something
to think about. One of the most basic and obvious themes is that society holds everyone
together, and without these conditions, out ideals, values, and the basics of right and wrong
or lost. Without society’s rigid rules, anarchy and savagery can come to light. Golding is also
showing that morals come directly from our surroundings, and if there is no civilization
around us, we will lose these values.

Other secondary themes include the following:

People will abuse power when it’s not earned.

Gowher Ahmad Naik, Lovely Professional Universityiction
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Unit : William Golding — Lord of the Flies: Themes and Characterization

When given a chance, people often single out another to degrade to improve their own
security.

You can only cover up inner savagery so long before it breaks out, given the right
situation.

It’s better to examine the consequences of a decision before you make it than to discover
them afterward.

The fear of the unknown can be a powerful force, which can turn you to either insight
or hysteria.

.1 Major Themes

.1.1 Civilization vs. Savagery

The overarching theme of Lord of the Flies is the conflict between the human impulse towards
savagery and the rules of civilization which are designed to contain and minimize it. Throughout
the novel, the conflict is dramatized by the clash between Ralph and Jack, who respectively
represent civilization and savagery. The differing ideologies are expressed by each boy’s distinct
attitudes towards authority. While Ralph uses his authority to establish rules, protect the good
of the group, and enforce the moral and ethical codes of the English society the boys were
raised in, Jack is interested in gaining power over the other boys to gratify his most primal
impulses. When Jack assumes leadership of his own tribe, he demands the complete subservience
of the other boys, who not only serve him but worship him as an idol. Jack’s hunger for power
suggests that savagery does not resemble anarchy so much as a totalitarian system of exploitation
and illicit power.

Golding’s emphasis on the negative consequences of savagery can be read as a clear endorsement
of civilization. In the early chapters of the novel, he suggests that one of the important functions
of civilized society is to provide an outlet for the savage impulses that reside inside each
individual. Jack’s initial desire to kill pigs to demonstrate his bravery, for example, is channeled
into the hunt, which provides needed food for the entire group. As long as he lives within the
rules of civilization, Jack is not a threat to the other boys; his impulses are being re-directed
into a productive task. Rather, it is when Jack refuses to recognize the validity of society and
rejects Ralph’s authority that the dangerous aspects of his character truly emerge.

Notes Golding suggests that while savagery is perhaps an inescapable fact of human
existence, civilization can mitigate its full expression.

The rift between civilization and savagery is also communicated through the novel’s major
symbols: the conch shell, which is associated with Ralph, and The Lord of the Flies, which is
associated with Jack. The conch shell is a powerful marker of democratic order on the island,
confirming both Ralph’s leadership-determined by election-and the power of assembly among
the boys. Yet, as the conflict between Ralph and Jack deepens, the conch shell loses symbolic
importance. Jack declares that the conch is meaningless as a symbol of authority and order,
and its decline in importance signals the decline of civilization on the island. At the same time,
The Lord of the Flies, which is an offering to the mythical “beast” on the island, is increasingly
invested with significance as a symbol of the dominance of savagery on the island, and of
Jack’s authority over the other boys. The Lord of the Flies represents the unification of the
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boys under Jack’s rule as motivated by fear of “outsiders”: the beast and those who refuse to
accept Jack’s authority. The destruction of the conch shell at the scene of Piggy’s murder
signifies the complete eradication of civilization on the island, while Ralph’s demolition of
The Lord of the Flies-he intends to use the stick as a spear-signals his own descent into
savagery and violence. By the final scene, savagery has completely displaced civilization as
the prevailing system on the island.

27.1.2 Individualism vs. Community

One of the key concerns of Lord of the Flies is the role of the individual in society. Many of
the problems on the island—the extinguishing of the signal fire, the lack of shelters, the mass
abandonment of Ralph’s camp, and the murder of Piggy-stem from the boys’ implicit commitment
to a principle of self-interest over the principle of community. That is, the boys would rather
fulfill their individual desires than cooperate as a coherent society, which would require that
each one act for the good of the group. Accordingly, the principles of individualism and
community are symbolized by Jack and Ralph, respectively. Jack wants to “have fun” on the
island and satisfy his bloodlust, while Ralph wants to secure the group’s rescue, a goal they
can achieve only by cooperating. Yet, while Ralph’s vision is the most reasonable, it requires
work and sacrifice on the part of the other boys, so they quickly shirk their societal duties in
favor of fulfilling their individual desires. The shelters do not get built because the boys
would rather play; the signal fire is extinguished when Jack’s hunters fail to tend to it on
schedule.

The boys’ self-interestedness culminates, of course, when they decide to join Jack’s tribe, a
society without communal values whose appeal is that Jack will offer them total freedom. The
popularity of his tribe reflects the enormous appeal of a society based on individual freedom
and self-interest, but as the reader soon learns, the freedom Jack offers his tribe is illusory.
Jack implements punitive and irrational rules and restricts his boys’ behavior far more than
Ralph did. Golding thus suggests not only that some level of communal system is superior to
one based on pure self-interest, but also that pure individual freedom is an impossible value
to sustain within a group dynamic, which will always tend towards societal organization. The
difficult question, of course, is what individuals are willing to give up to gain the benefits of
being in the group.

27.1.3 The Nature of Evil

Is evil innate within the human spirit, or is it an influence from an external source? What role
do societal rules and institutions play in the existence of human evil? Does the capacity for
evil vary from person to person, or does it depend on the circumstances each individual faces?
These questions are at the heart of Lord of the Flies which, through detailed depictions of the
boys’ different responses to their situation, presents a complex articulation of humanity’s
potential for evil.

It is important to note that Golding’s novel rejects supernatural or religious accounts of the
origin of human evil. While the boys fear the “beast” as an embodiment of evil similar to the
Christian concept of Satan, the novel emphasizes that this interpretation is not only mistaken
but also, ironically, the motivation for the boys’ increasingly cruel and violent behavior. It is
their irrational fear of the beast that informs the boys’ paranoia and leads to the fatal schism
between Jack and Ralph and their respective followers, and this is what prevents them from
recognizing and addressing their responsibility for their own impulses. Rather, as The Lord
of the Flies communicates to Simon in the forest glade, the “beast” is an internal force, present
in every individual, and is thus incapable of being truly defeated. That the most ethical
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characters on the island-Simon and Ralph-each come to recognize his own capacity for evil
indicates the novel’s emphasis on evil’s universality among humans.

Task Write about the nature of evil.

Even so, the novel is not entirely pessimistic about the human capacity for good. While evil
impulses may lurk in every human psyche, the intensity of these impulses-and the ability to
control them-appears to vary from individual to individual. Through the different characters,
the novel presents a continuum of evil, ranging from Jack and Roger, who are eager to engage
in violence and cruelty, to Ralph and Simon, who struggle to contain their brutal instincts. We
may note that the characters who struggle most successfully against their evil instincts do so
by appealing to ethical or social codes of behavior. For example, Ralph and Piggy demand the
return of Piggy’s glasses because it is the “right thing to do.” Golding suggests that while evil
may be present in us all, it can be successfully suppressed by the social norms that are
imposed on our behavior from without or by the moral norms we decide are inherently
“good,” which we can internalize within our wills.

The ambiguous and deeply ironic conclusion of Lord of the Flies, however, calls into question
society’s role in shaping human evil. The naval officer, who repeats Jack’s rhetoric of nationalism
and militarism, is engaged in a bloody war that is responsible for the boys’ aircraft crash on
the island and that is mirrored by the civil war among the survivors. In this sense, much of
the evil on the island is a result not of the boys’ distance from society, but of their internalization
of the norms and ideals of that society-norms and ideals that justify and even thrive on war.
Are the boys corrupted by the internal pressures of an essentially violent human nature, or
have they been corrupted by the environment of war they were raised in?

Did u know? Lord of the Flies offers no clear solution to this question, provoking readers
to contemplate the complex relationships among society, morality, and human
nature.

.1.4 Man vs. Nature

Lord of the Flies introduces the question of man’s ideal relationship with the natural world.
Thrust into the completely natural environment of the island, in which no humans exist or
have existed, the boys express different attitudes towards nature that reflect their distinct
personalities and ideological leanings. The boys’ relationships to the natural world generally
fall into one of three categories: subjugation of nature, harmony with nature, and subservience
to nature. The first category, subjugation of nature, is embodied by Jack, whose first impulse
on the island is to track, hunt, and kill pigs. He seeks to impose his human will on the natural
world, subjugating it to his desires. Jack’s later actions, in particular setting the forest fire,
reflect his deepening contempt for nature and demonstrate his militaristic, violent character.
The second category, harmony with nature, is embodied by Simon, who finds beauty and
peace in the natural environment as exemplified by his initial retreat to the isolated forest
glade. For Simon, nature is not man’s enemy but is part of the human experience. The third
category, subservience to nature, is embodied by Ralph and is the opposite position from
Jack’s. Unlike Simon, Ralph does not find peaceful harmony with the natural world; like Jack,
he understands it as an obstacle to human life on the island. But while Jack responds to this
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perceived conflict by acting destructively towards animals and plant life, Ralph responds by
retreating from the natural world. He does not participate in hunting or in Simon’s excursions
to the deep wilderness of the forest; rather, he stays on the beach, the most humanized part
of the island. As Jack’s hunting expresses his violent nature to the other boys and to the
reader, Ralph’s desire to stay separate from the natural world emphasizes both his reluctance
to tempt danger and his affinity for civilization.

.1.5 Dehumanization of Relationships

In Lord of the Flies, one of the effects of the boys’ descent into savagery is their increasing
inability to recognize each other’s humanity. Throughout the novel, Golding uses imagery to
imply that the boys are no longer able to distinguish between themselves and the pigs they
are hunting and killing for food and sport. In Chapter Four, after the first successful pig hunt,
the hunters re-enact the hunt in a ritual dance, using Maurice as a stand-in for the doomed
pig. This episode is only a dramatization, but as the boys’ collective impulse towards complete
savagery grows stronger, the parallels between human and animal intensify. In Chapter Seven,
as several of the boys are hunting the beast, they repeat the ritual with Robert as a stand-in
for the pig; this time, however, they get consumed by a kind of “frenzy” and come close to
actually killing him. In the same scene, Jack jokes that if they do not kill a pig next time, they
can kill a littlun in its place. The repeated substitution of boy for pig in the childrens’ ritual
games, and in their conversation, calls attention to the consequences of their self-gratifying
behavior: concerned only with their own base desires, the boys have become unable to see
each other as anything more than objects subject to their individual wills. The more pigs the
boys kill, the easier it becomes for them to harm and kill each other. Mistreating the pigs
facilitates this process of dehumanization.

The early episodes in which boys are substituted for pigs, either verbally or in the hunting
dance, also foreshadow the tragic events of the novel’s later chapters, notably the murders of
Simon and Piggy and the attempt on Ralph’s life. Simon, a character who from the outset of
the novel is associated with the natural landscape he has an affinity for, is murdered when the
other children mistake him for “the beast”-a mythical inhuman creature that serves as an
outlet for the children’s fear and sadness. Piggy’s name links him symbolically to the wild
pigs on the island, the immediate target for Jack’s violent impulses; from the outset, when the
other boys refuse to call him anything but “Piggy,” Golding establishes the character as one
whose humanity is, in the eyes of the other boys, ambiguous. The murders of Simon and Piggy
demonstrate the boys’ complete descent into savagery. Both literally (Simon) and symbolically
(Piggy), the boys have become indistinguishable from the animals that they stalk and kill.

.1.6 The Loss of Innocence

At the end of Lord of the Flies, Ralph weeps “for the end of innocence,” a lament that retroactively
makes explicit one of the novel’s major concerns, namely, the loss of innocence. When the boys
are first deserted on the island, they behave like children, alternating between enjoying their
freedom and expressing profound homesickness and fear. By the end of the novel, however,
they mirror the warlike behavior of the adults of the Home Counties: they attack, torture, and
even murder one another without hesitation or regret. The loss of the boys’ innocence on the
island runs parallel to, and informs their descent into savagery, and it recalls the Bible’s
narrative of the Fall of Man from paradise.

Accordingly, the island is coded in the early chapters as a kind of paradise, with idyllic
scenery, fresh fruit, and glorious weather. Yet, as in the Biblical Eden, the temptation toward
corruption is present: the younger boys fear a “snake-thing.” The “snake-thing” is the earliest
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incarnation of the “beast” that, eventually, will provoke paranoia and division among the
group. It also explicitly recalls the snake from the Garden of Eden, the embodiment of Satan
who causes Adam and Eve’s fall from grace. The boys’ increasing belief in the beast indicates
their gradual loss of innocence, a descent that culminates in tragedy. We may also note that
the landscape of the island itself shifts from an Edenic space to a hellish one, as marked by
Ralph’s observation of the ocean tide as an impenetrable wall, and by the storm that follows
Simon’s murder.

The forest glade that Simon retreats to in Chapter Three is another example of how the boys’
loss of innocence is registered on the natural landscape of the island. Simon first appreciates
the clearing as peaceful and beautiful, but when he returns, he finds The Lord of the Flies
impaled at its center, a powerful symbol of how the innocence of childhood has been corrupted
by fear and savagery.

Even the most sympathetic boys develop along a character arc that traces a fall from innocence
(or, as we might euphemize, a journey into maturity). When Ralph is first introduced, he is
acting like a child, splashing in the water, mocking Piggy, and laughing. He tells Piggy that
he is certain that his father, a naval commander, will rescue him, a conviction that the reader
understands as the wishful thinking of a little boy. Ralph repeats his belief in their rescue
throughout the novel, shifting his hope that his own father will discover them to the far more
realistic premise that a passing ship will be attracted by the signal fire on the island. By the
end of the novel, he has lost hope in the boys’ rescue altogether. The progression of Ralph’s
character from idealism to pessimistic realism expresses the extent to which life on the island
has eradicated his childhood.

.1.7 The Negative Consequences of War

In addition to its other resonances, Lord of the Flies is in part an allegory of the Cold War.
Thus, it is deeply concerned with the negative effects of war on individuals and for social
relationships. Composed during the Cold War, the novel’s action unfolds from a hypothetical
atomic war between England and “the Reds,” which was a clear word for communists. Golding
thus presents the non-violent tensions that were unfolding during the 1950s as culminating
into a fatal conflict-a narrative strategy that establishes the novel as a cautionary tale against
the dangers of ideological, or “cold,” warfare, becoming hot. Moreover, we may understand
the conflict among the boys on the island as a reflection of the conflict between the democratic
powers of the West and the communist presence throughout China, Eastern Europe, and the
Soviet Union. Ralph, an embodiment of democracy, clashes tragically with Jack, a character
who represents a style of military dictatorship similar to the West’s perception of communist
leaders such as Joseph Stalin and Mao Zedong. Dressed in a black cape and cap, with flaming
red hair, Jack also visually evokes the “Reds” in the fictional world of the novel and the
historical U.S.S.R., whose signature colors were red and black. As the tension between the
boys comes to a bloody head, the reader sees the dangerous consequences of ideological
conflict.

The arrival of the naval officer at the conclusion of the narrative underscores these allegorical
points. The officer embodies war and militaristic thinking, and as such, he is symbolically
linked to the brutal Jack. The officer is also English and thus linked to the democratic side of
the Cold War, which the novel vehemently defends. The implications of the officer’s presence
are provocative: Golding suggests that even a war waged in the name of civilization can
reduce humanity to a state of barbarism. The ultimate scene of the novel, in which the boys
weep with grief for the loss of their innocence, implicates contemporary readers in the boys’
tragedy. The boys are representatives, however immature and untutored, of the wartime impulses
of the period.
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Self Assessment

State the following sentences are True of False:

1. Golding’s emnphasis on the negative consequences of savagery can be read as a clear
endorsement of civilization.

2. The novel “Lord of the flies” is not entirely pessimistic about the human capacity for
good.

3. Lord of the flies introduces the questions of natural environment.

4. Lord of the flies is in part an allegory of the World war II.

5. Simon is the athletic, chrismatic protagonist of Lord of the flies.

6. The Beast is a dead pilot whom Simon discovers in the forest.

.2 Character List

Ralph

The protagonist of the story, Ralph is one of the oldest boys on the island. He quickly becomes
the group’s leader. Golding describes Ralph as tall for his age and handsome, and he presides
over the other boys with a natural sense of authority. Although he lacks Piggy’s overt intelligence,
Ralph is calm and rational, with sound judgment and a strong moral sensibility. But he is
susceptible to the same instinctive influences that affect the other boys, as demonstrated by his
contribution to Simon’s death. Nevertheless, Ralph remains the most civilized character throughout
the novel. With his strong commitment to justice and equality, Ralph represents the political
tradition of liberal democracy.

Piggy

Although pudgy, awkward, and averse to physical labor because he suffers from asthma,
Piggy—who dislikes his nickname—is the intellectual on the island. Though he is an outsider
among the other boys, Piggy is eventually accepted by them, albeit grudgingly, when they
discover that his glasses can be used to ignite fires. Piggy’s intellectual talent endears him to
Ralph in particular, who comes to admire and respect him for his clear focus on securing their
rescue from the island. Piggy is dedicated to the ideal of civilization and consistently reprimands
the other boys for behaving as savages. His continual clashes with the group culminate when
Roger murders Piggy by dropping a rock on him, an act that signals the triumph of brute
instinct over civilized order. Intellectual, sensitive, and conscientious, Piggy represents culture
within the democratic system embodied by Ralph. Piggy’s nickname symbolically connects
him to the pigs on the island, who quickly become the targets of Jack’s and his hunters’
bloodlust—an association that foreshadows his murder.

Jack Merridew

The leader of a boys’ choir, Jack exemplifies militarism as it borders on authoritarianism. He
is cruel and sadistic, preoccupied with hunting and killing pigs. His sadism intensifies throughout
the novel, and he eventually turns cruelly on the other boys. Jack feigns an interest in the rules
of order established on the island, but only if they allow him to inflict punishment. Jack
represents anarchy. His rejection of Ralph’s imposed order—and the bloody results of this
act—indicate the danger inherent in an anarchic system based only on self-interest.
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Simon

The most introspective character in the novel, Simon has a deep affinity with nature and often
walks alone in the jungle. While Piggy represents the cultural and Ralph the political and
moral facets of civilization, Simon represents the spiritual side of human nature. Like Piggy,
Simon is an outcast: the other boys think of him as odd and perhaps insane. It is Simon who
finds the beast. When he attempts to tell the group that it is only a dead pilot, the boys, under
the impression that he is the beast, murder him in a panic. Golding frequently suggests that
Simon is a Christ-figure whose death is a kind of martyrdom. His name, which means “he
whom God has heard,” indicates the depth of his spirituality and centrality to the novel’s
Judeo-Christian allegory.

Sam and Eric

The twins are the only boys who remain with Ralph and Piggy to tend to the fire after the
others abandon Ralph for Jack’s tribe. The others consider the two boys as a single individual,
and Golding preserves this perception by combining their individual names into one (“Samneric”).
Here one might find suggestions about individualism and human uniqueness.

Roger

One of the hunters and the guard at the castle rock fortress, Roger is Jack’s equal in cruelty.
Even before the hunters devolve into savagery, Roger is boorish and crude, kicking down
sand castles and throwing sand at others. After the other boys lose all idea of civilization, it
is Roger who murders Piggy.

Maurice

During the hunters’ “Kill the pig” chant, Maurice, who is one of Jack’s hunters, pretends to
be a pig while the others pretend to slaughter him. When the hunters kill a pig, Jack smears
blood on Maurice’s face. Maurice represents the mindless masses.

Percival

One of the smallest boys on the island, Percival often attempts to comfort himself by repeating
his name and address as a memory of home life. He becomes increasingly hysterical over the
course of the novel and requires comforting by the older boys. Percival represents the domestic
or familial aspects of civilization; his inability to remember his name and address upon the
boys’ rescue indicates the erosion of domestic impulse with the overturning of democratic
order. Note also that in the literary tradition, Percival was one of the Knights of the Round
Table who went in search of the Holy Grail.

The Beast

The Beast is a dead pilot whom Simon discovers in the forest. The other boys mistake him as
a nefarious supernatural omen, “The Beast.” They attempt to appease his spirit with The Lord
of the Flies.
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The Lord of the Flies

The Lord of Flies is the pig’s head that Jack impales on a stick as an offering to “The Beast.”
The boys call the offering “The Lord of the Flies,” which in Judeo-Christian mythology refers
to Beelzebub, an incarnation of Satan. In the novel, The Lord of the Flies functions totemically;
it represents the savagery and amorality of Jack’s tribe.

Naval Officer

The naval officer appears in the final scene of the novel, when Ralph encounters him on the
beach. He tells Ralph that his ship decided to inspect the island upon seeing a lot of smoke
(the outcome of the forest fire that Jack and his tribe had set in the hopes of driving Ralph out
of hiding). His naivete about the boys’ violent conflict—he believes they are playing a game—
underscores the tragedy of the situation on the island. His status as a soldier reminds the
reader that the boys’ behavior is just a more primitive form of the aggressive and frequently
fatal conflicts that characterize adult civilization.

.2.1 Analysis of Major Characters

Ralph

Ralph is the athletic, charismatic protagonist of Lord of the Flies. Elected the leader of the boys
at the beginning of the novel, Ralph is the primary representative of order, civilization, and
productive leadership in the novel. While most of the other boys initially are concerned with
playing, having fun, and avoiding work, Ralph sets about building huts and thinking of ways
to maximize their chances of being rescued. For this reason, Ralph’s power and influence over
the other boys are secure at the beginning of the novel. However, as the group gradually
succumbs to savage instincts over the course of the novel. Ralph’s position declines precipitously
while Jack’s rises. Eventually, most of the boys except Piggy leave Ralph’s group for Jack’s,
and Ralph is left alone to be hunted by Jack’s tribe. Ralph’s commitment to civilization and
morality is strong, and his main wish is to be rescued and returned to the society of adults.
In a sense, this strength gives Ralph a moral victory at the end of the novel, when he casts the
Lord of the Flies to the ground and takes up the stake it is impaled on to defend himself
against Jack’s hunters.

In the earlier parts of the novel, Ralph is unable to understand why the other boys would give
in to base instincts of bloodlust and barbarism. The sight of the hunters chanting and dancing
is baffling and distasteful to him. As the novel progresses, however, Ralph, like Simon, comes
to understand that savagery exists within all the boys. Ralph remains determined not to let
this savagery -overwhelm him, and only briefly does he consider joining Jack’s tribe in order
to save himself. When Ralph hunts a boar for the first time, however, he experiences the
exhilaration and thrill of bloodlust and violence. When he attends Jack’s feast, he is swept
away by the frenzy, dances on the edge of the group, and participates in the killing of
Simon. This firsthand knowledge of the evil that exists within him, as within all human
beings, is tragic for Ralph, and it plunges him into listless despair for a time. But this
knowledge also enables him to cast down the Lord of the Flies at the end of the novel.
Ralph’s story ends semi-tragically: although he is rescued and returned to civilization, when
he sees the naval officer, he weeps with the burden of his new knowledge about the human
capacity for evil.
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Jack

The strong-willed, egomaniacal Jack is the novel’s primary representative of the instinct of
savagery, violence, and the desire for power—in short, the antithesis of Ralph. From the
beginning of the novel, Jack desires power above all other things. He is furious when he loses
the election to Ralph and continually pushes the boundaries of his subordinate role in the
group. Early on, Jack retains the sense of moral propriety and behavior that society instilled
in him—in fact, in school, he was the leader of the choirboys. The first time he encounters a
pig, he is unable to kill it. But Jack soon becomes obsessed with hunting and devotes himself
to the task, painting his face like a barbarian and giving himself over to bloodlust. The more
savage Jack becomes, the more he is able to control the rest of the group. Indeed, apart from
Ralph, Simon, and Piggy, the group largely follows Jack in casting off moral restraint and
embracing violence and savagery. Jack’s love of authority and violence are intimately connected,
as both enable him to feel powerful and exalted. By the end of the novel, Jack has learned to
use the boys’ fear of the beast to control their behavior—a reminder of how religion and
superstition can be manipulated as instruments of power.

Simon

Whereas Ralph and Jack stand at opposite ends of the spectrum between civilization and
savagery, Simon stands on an entirely different plane from all the other boys. Simon embodies
a kind of innate, spiritual human goodness that is deeply connected with nature and, in its
own way, as primal as Jack’s evil. The other boys abandon moral behavior as soon as civilization
is no longer there to impose it upon them. They are not innately moral; rather, the adult
world—the threat of punishment for misdeeds—has conditioned them to act morally. To an
extent, even the seemingly civilized Ralph and Piggy are products of social conditioning, as
we see when they participate in the hunt-dance. In Golding’s view, the human impulse toward
civilization is not as deeply rooted as the human impulse toward savagery. Unlike all the
other boys on the island, Simon acts morally not out of guilt or shame but because he believes
in the inherent value of morality. He behaves kindly toward the younger children, and he is
the first to realize the problem posed by the beast and the Lord of the Flies—that is, that the
monster on the island is not a real, physical beast but rather a savagery that lurks within each
human being. The sow’s head on the stake symbolizes this idea, as we see in Simon’s vision
of the head speaking to him. Ultimately, this idea of the inherent evil within each human
being stands as the moral conclusion and central problem of the novel. Against this idea of
evil, Simon represents a contrary idea of essential human goodness. However, his brutal
murder at the hands of the other boys indicates the scarcity of that good amid an overwhelming
abundance of evil.

.3 Summary

Golding’s emphasis on the negative consequences of savagery can be read as a clear
endorsement of civilization.

Lord of the Flies introduces the question of man’s ideal relationship with the natural
world.

In Lord of the Flies, one of the effects of the boys’ descent into savagery is their increasing
inability to recognize each other’s humanity.

The arrival of the naval officer at the conclusion of the narrative underscores these
allegorical points.
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.4 Keywords

Insane : in or relating to an unsound state of mind.

Panic : a cereal or fodder grass of a group including millet.

Choir : a group of instruments of one family playing together.

Scramble : move or make one’s way quickly and awkwardly.

.5 Review Questions

1. What are the major aim of Lord of the flies?

2. Who played the role of Beast in the novel?

3. Discuss the themes of Lord of the flies.

4. Examine the characterization of the text “Lord of the flies”.

Answers: Self Assessment

1. True 2. True

3. False 4. False

5. False 6. True

.6 Further Readings

Books Lord Of The Flies (E Text) — William Golding

William Golding’s Lord of Flies — Walter A. Freeman

The Novels of William Golding — Indu Kulkarni

Online links http://www.pinkmonkey.com/booknotes/monkeynotes/pmLordFlies02.asp

http://www.sparknotes.com/lit/flies/themes.html
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Objectives

After studying this unit, you will be able to:

Explain the detailed study of the text

Explain summary and analysis of the text.

Introduction

Virginia Wool’s Mrs. Dalloway is the story of a day in June 1923, as lived by a few London
citizens. There is a calm in the air; people are enjoying a sense of peace and remembering their
lives from before the long and bitter World War I.

Mrs. Dalloway is a novel about people’s inner lives. It does not possess a vivid plot; the actual
events are secondary to what people spend much of their time pondering: memories, regrets,
and hopes. Almost all of the main characters wonder about what might have been. The novel
is told from the viewpoint of an ommniscient and invisible narrator. Most of the characters are
well off financially, and have considerable leisure time. Yet they are quite busy with the
business of being alive, which includes asking questions of their internal and external worlds.
These questions do not always make them happy. On the contrary, most of the characters are
unhappy for all or part of their day. In keeping with Woolf’s interest in psychology, sexuality
is a theme in the novel. Several of the characters are divided in their feelings towards love,
and this contributes to their ambivalence.

The actions of the novel are simple: Clarissa Dalloway is hosting a formal party. She sees Peter
Walsh, who has returned from India, and drops in for a visit. This meeting, and many other
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moments in the day, make Clarissa think about the past and the choices she has made. Clarissa’s
husband, Richard, has meetings and lunches, and their daughter Elizabeth has similar plans
herself. Another Londoner, Septimus Warren Smith, is having a bad day, and so is his wife
Lucrezia.Septimus is obsessed with his memories of Evans, a friend who was killed in the war.
He is also convinced that unseen forces are sending him messages. Lucrezia is taking Septimus
to two doctors, neither of whom can do much to cure him. Septimus kills himself later in the
day, to escape his doctors, and because he feels he has no other alternative. clarissa’s party is
a success. The Prime Minister arrives, and this is considered a great honor. In the midst of her
success as a hostess, she hears of Septimus’ suicide. Although she never met him, the news
moves her to the core of her being.

.1 Detailed Study of Text Part I Sections

.1.1 Part I, Sections 1–3

Clarissa Dalloway took it upon herself to buy the flowers for the party that evening. Lucy had
so much other work to do and the morning air was fresh and inviting. Air like this always
reminded her of a morning when, at eighteen, she had burst open the French windows to the
terrace. Peter Walsh stood within and commented on vegetables. He still wrote to Clarissa,
very boring letters, and would be returning from India someday.

Waiting on the curb, Scrope Purvis noticed her, thinking to himself that she was charming.
Clarissa thought of the hush that fell over Westminster right before the ring of Big Ben. As the
bell rang out, she looked at the people around her, living in the moment, and loved life. It was
June and the Great War was over. Life sprang out all around her with a passion, dancing girls
and ponies and shopkeepers in their windows. Clarissa was a part of it. Entering the park, she
was met with a deeper silence. Hugh Whitbread, an old friend, walked toward her. He assured
her that he would attend the party even though his wife, Evelyn, was ill. The Whitbreads
always came to London to see doctors. Though she adored him, Hugh had a way of making
Clarissa feel underdressed. Richard, her husband, could not stand Hugh and Peter had hated
him. But Peter could be like that.

Thinking of Peter again, she looked at the scene around her and knew he would have been
lovely to walk with at this moment. She could not stop such thoughts and memories from
rushing over her. Peter would not have cared for the sights of the morning. He cared for
people’s characters and he often scolded her for her superficiality. She would be a perfect
hostess. Clarissa found herself arguing again with Peter about why she could not marry him.
She knew she was right, he would not have given her any independence, but still it bothered
her. Learning that he had married a flimsy Indian woman angered her greatly.

Clarissa knew now not to define or label anyone because she felt at one with the world, both
young and old, and omnipresent. Not that she was clever, simply knowing. She knew people
very well. Most of all, she loved living in the moment. Yet, she was not irked by the thought
of death. Clarissa felt that pieces of herself existed wherever she had ever been. Musing
among books, Clarissa could not find a suitable one to bring Evelyn. She wanted Evelyn to
look pleased when she walked in. She realized her baseness, always wanting to do things that
would make people like her instead of doing them for their own value, as Richard did. If she
could do life over again, she would look like Lady Bexborough. She disliked her own little
beaked face and stick body. She felt invisible at times.

Bond Street fascinated her. Her daughter Elizabeth was not fascinated by any of the delicate
gloves in the shops. Elizabeth was fascinated with Miss. Kilman, a callous Communist who
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feelings of pain and death experienced by Septimus through her body. She identifies with the
fall he experienced and the rusty spikes piercing his body.

She, then, realizes that his death is a sacrifice for her, and for the others at her party and
everywhere, to allow them to continue living. Septimus’ role as a Christ figure becomes apparent.
Woolf originally planned for Clarissa to commit suicide, or simply die, at the end of the novel.
Instead, she decided that a part of Clarissa, constructed in the form of a man destroyed by war
and society, would take his own life in order for the rest of Clarissa’s being to appreciate the
life she had. Clarissa believes, “A thing there was that mattered...This he had preserved. Death
was defiance. Death was an attempt to communicate.” The this’ to which Woolf refers is
purposely ambiguous. Life could obviously be inserted in its place, but the essence of life, “the
thing that mattered,” is impossible to define. Yet, the essence is possible to preserve and
Septimus’ decision to throw it all away has done so. The words of Shakespeare come to
Clarissa, linking her undeniably to the young Septimus. The words tell her, “Fear no more the
heat of the sun.” Septimus, who had gone to war so that he could protect Shakespeare, stands
in the heat of the sun immediately before jumping to his death.

Self Assessment

State the following sentences are True or False:

9. The name of Peter’s fiancee is Daisy.

10. Clarissa recently recovered from Typhoid.

11. A Calico cat see Clarissa twice in the window across from her own.

12. The Septimus committed suicide because Lady Bradshaw tell Clarissa at the Dalloway’s
party.

Woolf is borrowing from Shakespeare’s play Cymbeline, as she had earlier in the novel when
Clarissa notices the same words in an open book as she walks through Bond Street. The
repetition of the statement emphasizes its significance to the thematic progression of the novel.
Critic, Avrom Fleishman, notes that, though the quotation has generally been understood as
an illustration of Clarissa’s strength in the face of death and disillusionment, “Clarissa’s affinity
for the refrain may be taken as a mark of her strong propensity for death ...” Clarissa notes,
before returning to her party, “She felt somehow very like him - the young man who had
killed himself. She felt glad that he had done it; thrown it away.” His sacrifice, his affirmation
of life’s inconstancy and immediacy, allows Clarissa to face her own fears and desires. His
death permits her to “feel the beauty” and “feel the fun.” As critic Isabel Gamble concludes,
“In comprehending Septimus’ death—he has plunged holding his treasure’ - Clarissa herself
discovers her own identity and becomes whole.”

The short time Clarissa spends in the little room is saturated with significant images and
allusions. This time is the climax of the novel. The old lady appears in the neighboring house
at this moment as well. Because of Septimus’ death and the old lady, Clarissa steps out of the
social circle of her party and connects to the larger sense of life and death occurring around
her. The text states, “It was fascinating, with people still laughing and shouting in the drawing-
room, to watch that old woman, quite quietly, going to bed.” Just as the woman connected
Clarissa to the movements of life after Miss Kilman and Elizabeth depart for the stores, she
once again creates in Clarissa wonderment for life and being.

Clarissa returns to the party charged with a sense of life and with a need to “assemble” with
the people important to her. She has conquered the sense of isolation and returned to social
connection. The novel ends with a scene that can be considered a microcosm of the novel.
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Objectives

After studying this unit, you will be able to:

Know about the characters and analysis of major characters

Know about the major themes and style of Mrs. Dalloway.

Introduction

A theme of the novel is the conflict between conventionality and unconventionality. Clarissa
chooses conventionality, rather than following her true feelings, and is left empty and unsure
of herself. Peter Walsh chooses unconventionality, and is left feeling aimless and unsuccessful.
Septimus Warren Smith commits suicide to escape being crushed by the forces of conventionality.
The novel is in part a critique of the shallowness and superficial conventionality of upper-
class English society.

Another theme of the novel is that the thoughts of individuals are connected in a way that
transcends their separation or alienation. Woolf uses a stream-of-consciousness technique to
connect the thoughts of her characters.

Notes The novel is a continuous narrative, not divided into chapters or sections, although
Woolf noted some of the shifts in time or scene by a short blank space in her
manuscript.

Jayatee Bhattacharya, Lovely Professional Universityiction
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world is no nobler than violence and thievery. On the map, places that are blank and devoid
of outside interference are apparently the most desirable for certain people.

Darkness has another meaning that retains deep resonance—a color of skin. Much of this
chapter describes Marlow’s first encounters with and observations of the natives of the African
Congo. The darkness of their skin is always mentioned. At first glance, Marlow describes them
as “mostly black and naked, moving about like ants.” While in the shade, “dark things” seem
to stir feebly. There is absolutely no differentiation between dark animals and dark people.
Even the rags worn by the native people are described as tails. “Black shapes” crouch on the
ground, and “creatures” walk on all fours to get a drink from the river. They are called
shadows: reflections of humans, not substantial enough to be real. Marlow observes the piece
of white string on a young man, and he is taken aback by how much the whiteness stands out
against the darkness, thinking about the string’s probable European origin. He cannot seem
to conceive of mixing black and white. Conrad portrays Marlow’s experience of otherness to
such an extreme, and with such literary care, that it is hard to see Conrad simply expressing
his own experience through Marlow, although Conrad likely was well aware of his own and
others’ impressions of such places and did have a choice in how to present them. Writing
through Marlow’s experience is a choice that leads us to look through Marlow’s eyes at the
darkness he sees.

It is not accidental that Marlow is the only person on the Thames boat who is named. He is
a complex character while, even in England, the others are presented not so much as individuals
as with titles that name their occupations. Marlow is distinct from them as well; he belongs
to no category. He is a man “who does not represent his class” because he crosses boundaries.
His reaction to the African natives may not be sensitive by modern standards, but he is more
engaged than the other officers at the stations. The Chief Accountant dismisses the cries of a
dying black man as merely irritating. Marlow’s gesture of offering a biscuit to the young boy
with the white string appears to be somewhat considerate. But it also seems condescending,
which seems to be more of a character trait than a racist tendency. Marlow can think of
nothing else to do as he looks into the boy’s vacant eyes. Marlow means well, and despite his
individual character he is partly a product of his society.

Task Why does the narrator note Marlow’s resemblance to a Buddha, at the beginning
as well as the end of Marlow’s story?

Immediately following the encounter with the young boy, he meets the Chief Accountant, who
is perfectly attired with collar, cuffs, jacket, and all the rest. He refers to him as “amazing” and
a “miracle.” We observe at this moment the distinctions between savagery and civilization as
perceived by Marlow. The diction demonstrates a type of hero worship for this man. His
starched collars and cuffs are achievements of character, and Marlow respects him on this
basis. It is far too early for readers to think we understand what Marlow is all about.

Beyond Marlow’s distinction of savagery and civilization, we have a window into Conrad’s
distinction when we consider his presentation of colonialism through Marlow and the colonists.
The bitter irony here is that those who look the most civilized are actually the most savage.
Indeed, the institution of colonialism is referred to as a “flabby, pretending, weak-eyed devil.”
Everything it touches turns sour: the station is an administrative nightmare, and decaying
machinery lies everywhere. Marlow takes this situation, however, as indicative of a poor work
ethic, which he despises. For this reason he is drawn to the blustering accountant, who is a
hard worker if nothing else. Marlow, in his own bumbling way, does occasionally try to relate
to the natives.
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3. What does Marlow discover atop the fence posts at the Inner Station?

(a) Human heads (b) Monkey skulls

(c) Dead infants (d) The Company flag

4. The Company trades primarily in ......... .

(a) Gold (b) Slaves

(c) Bananas (d) Ivory

5. Which of the following receives Kurtz’s “Report” after his death?

(a) Marlow’s aunt (b) Kurtz’s “Intended”

(c) A representative of the Company (d) A journalist

6. Most of Marlow’s adventures take place in ......... .

(a) Kenya (b) Rhodesia

(c) The Congo (d) England

While Marlow dozes, drumbeats and incantations fill the air. He looks into the cabin that
holds Kurtz and discovers that he is missing. Marlow sees his trail and goes after him. The
two men face one another. Kurtz pleads that he has plans. Marlow replies that his fame in
Europe is assured; he realizes that this man’s soul has gone mad. He is able to bring Kurtz
back to the cabin. The ship departs the next day amongst a crowd of natives. Kurtz is brought
into the pilot-house of the ship. The “tide of brown” runs swiftly out of the “heart of darkness.”
That is, the life of Kurtz is ebbing. Marlow is in disfavor, lumped into the same category as
Kurtz. The Manager is now content. Marlow listens endlessly to Kurtz’s bedside talk. He
accepts a packet of papers and a photograph that his friend gives him, in order to keep them
out of the Manager’s hands. A few evenings later, Kurtz dies, with one phrase on his lips:
“The horror! The horror!”

Marlow returns to Europe but is plagued by the memory of his friend. He is disrespectful to
everyone he encounters. The Manager demands the papers that Kurtz entrusted to Marlow.
Marlow relinquishes the technical papers but not the private letters or the photograph. All
that remains of Kurtz is his memory and the photo of his “Intended.” Kurtz is very much a
living figure to Marlow. He visits the woman in the picture, who embraces and welcomes him.
She has silently mourned for the past year, and she needs to profess her love and how she
knew Kurtz better than anyone. Marlow perceives that the room darkens when she says this.
She speaks of Kurtz’s amazing ability to draw people in through his incredibly eloquent
speech. The woman says she will be unhappy for life. Marlow states that they can always
remember him. She expresses a desperate need to keep his memory alive, as well as guilt that
she was not with him when he died. When the woman asks Marlow what Kurtz’s final words
were, he lies and says that Kurtz spoke her name. The woman weeps in triumph.

Did u know? Marlow states that to tell the truth would have been too dark. Back on the
Thames River ship, a tranquil waterway leads into the heart of darkness.

Analysis

The Russian says it best: “I went a little farther ... till I had gone so far that I don’t know how
I’ll ever get back.” The Russian and Marlow are similar, both looking for epiphany and enlightenment.
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